Anyone purchasing EMF protection should be aware that that although there is a scientifically
recognized electromagnetic radiation, the words “radiation” and “magnetic” are also frequently used
by many spiritualists. In this context, they to refer to something that cannot be recognized by an
electro-smog meter.
Alice Bailey, a known occultic writer states… “Two words I give you which embody the
requirements of all true healers, and towards which you must work. They are
Magnetism and Radiation. A healer must be magnetic above everything else…
Those energies, when need arises, which will stimulate the patient to the desired
activity. This involves occult knowledge and a trained mind.”- Esoteric-Healing-a-Treatiseon-the-Seven-Rays-Vol-4 by Alice Bailey, PDF pg 9

For this reason, Christian shopper should carefully analyze proposed EMF protection products for
spiritualistic connections before buying them. For this reason, Swift Runner Ministries highly recommends
buying an electro-smog meter first. The following is a very limited study we have done on a few products that
we deemed to be either gimmicks or spiritualistic in nature.

When someone first told me about Vivobase, a little gadget that you can carry with you that is said to
protect from EMFs I was suspicious. One of the scientists that we quoted in “Invisible Danger” and
that we have been in contact with via e-mail stated “nothing works except the protective material”. He
stated that they had tested many products, although not all of them and they don’t work and the
scientists don’t even understand why they would work.
Because of this, I am immediately suspicious when someone comes up with a “miracle cure”. On one
occasion we had a friend who bought some stickers to go on their phone, along with some of these
plug in devices from Aulterra. They got them from Amazon, so they were sure they would work. So
we took our meter, as well as at least two persons with EHS and went to test them. They did
absolutely NOTHING. The meter showed no positive difference at all when they were plugged in.
And even with them plugged in, the two persons with EHS reacted negatively to the signals from the
cell phone.
https://www.amazon.com/Aulterra-Radiation-Neutralizing-WholeHouse/dp/B00DNIIETK/ref=pd_day0_23_3?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B00DNIIETK&pd_rd_r=QW3JR23TEQQ3WW2XB1ES&pd_rd_w=D0Y3z&pd_rd
_wg=f4Vcc&psc=1&refRID=QW3JR23TEQQ3WW2XB1ES&dpID=31YklhR12IL&preST=_SX300_QL70_&dpSrc=detail

But I decided to go ahead and
research Vivobase. Perhaps
the first hint of a gimmick I
found was in this
advertisement on Amazon.
Note the wording from this
product description on
Amazon.

https://www.amazon.com/Vivobase-Home-US-plug-Protection/dp/B06XCVP9DW
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“Product description
The VIVOBASE HOME is a plug-in device. The effectiveness of the VIVOBASE HOME is
achieved by the generation of a special field which quasi immunises the body against
electromagnetic radiation. The field generated is able to align the water molecules of living
creatures and plant life (orientation polarisation). Water molecules are dipoles – they have a
permanent electrical dipole moment as a result of their asymmetric structure. Each molecule
has a negatively charged side (oxygen atom) and a positively charged side (both hydrogen
atoms). Thanks to this VIVOBASE HOME special field, which is electrically stronger than the
electromagnetic rays, the water molecules are prevented from following high and low frequency
electromagnetic radiation. This means that the cells are again able to absorb enough water and
electromagnetic radiation is very strongly attenuated. Humans, animals and plants can,
therefore, safeguard their health despite the presence of a radiated environment. Quality –
made in Germany – is the benchmark for producing VIVOBASE FAMILY. Vivobase GmbH
works with customers to find the solutions to achieve the results we wish for, such as quality of
life and wellbeing. Range: Approx. 100 feet”
What is quasi, I wondered?

So in the very product description, this product tells you that this product apparently, but not really –in
a pseudo-scientific sort of way protects you from EMFs. (My guess is this is included in the Amazon
description so that people cannot complain to Amazon that it does not work, which is exactly what the
person that I know that bought Aulterra off of Amazon did.)
In other words, this product may give you at best a placebo effect or if it happens to be “spiritually
charged” with occult forces it may cause further “spiritual” problems. The Bible warns us of these
things. “O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings,
and oppositions of science falsely so called:[pseudo-science]” 1Timothy 6:20
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I decided to visit the vivobase site to see where the studies for vivobase were conducted.
https://www.vivobase.de/en/studies/ Hmm... BION Institute. Never heard of it.

So I looked up BION Institute https://bion.si/en/education/
It turns out they educate as well as conduct studies. Here is what they educate about.

Hmm, this is not making this site look very scientifically legitimate. TCM is traditional Chinese
Medicine based on chi and energy healing, homeopathy is also based on “smart water” and
spiritualistic sugar pills, iridology is spiritualistic quackery. Energy healing is definitely
spiritualistic. Infopathy and Information healing?
But what is perhaps most alarming is the fact that this “scientific testing lab” on their “scientific
research” link admits that they do not even have a device that measures what these “ultra-weak
emissions”. https://bion.si/en/ultra-weak-emissions/
“Various devices sold on the market as well as the so called bioenergy therapists allegedly
influence biological systems and / or water. In principle, the sources of these influences are
immeasurable by standard technical methods (physical or chemical) developed up-tonow. However, there are many reports about biological effects of such emissions. Since the
effects have no clear biological or biophysical explanation they are usually regarded as placebo
or autosuggestion. Various devices that supposedly influence human health via (ultra)weak
emissions are consequently regarded as fraudulent and the bioenergy therapists as impostors.
But is it true? Perhaps at least some of devices and therapists have a true impact and it should
not be their fault if science does not possess knowledge about certain fields and emissions. If
science lacks theoretical explanations and consequently suitable devices, it does not mean that
certain phenomena do not exist. After all, we still do not know what are dark matter and dark
energy, since they are known only by their gravitational effects on cosmic scale. And yet they
represent more than 96 % of the whole known universe. They offer a clear evidence that we live
in an immense ocean of unknown matter and energy that only weakly interacts with our known
4 % energy-matter.”
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Here under their “testing” link they admit it again…. https://bion.si/en/testing/
“Bion Institute is one of rare institutions measuring the effects of ordinary non-ionizing
electromagnetic radiation and (ultra)weak emissions that cannot be measured by conventional

measuring devices.
It is true that even specialized unconventional measuring devices are not yet capable of reliably
detecting the physical or chemical effects of the above mentioned emitting devices. Because of this
deficiency, through many years of research Bion Institute developed a series of tests which enable us
to use human organism as a reliable sensor for measuring such (ultra)weak emissions and determine
their general physiological effects. This is why we can give a valid assessment of the supposed
influence of weak emission devices, or of a human (bio)energy field influence.”
Look what they test. Energized cosmetic products? Pictures, paintings, energy quality of water
sources?

*
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They even offer a certificate for radiesthetic detection which is often an electronic gimmick that
packs spiritualistic forces and is sometimes used for divination. See Counterfeit CURENCY 2.

Or maybe it will be easier to tell that they are unscientific considering that they test things like
this…

Basically, it doesn’t matter how many nice charts and graphs are on Vivobase’s home site. If
they were actually scientific, I don’t think they would stoop to being tested by this BION Institute.
They are mixing real scientific studies that show the detrimental effects of EMFs with the
studies from this BION Institute to make them look scientific.
Here is one more to add to the list of gimmicks. It even claims to have blood and urine tests to
prove its success-- BluSheild. They answer the question of whether an electrosmog meter will
recognize this “shield” themselves. https://www.blushield-eu.com/Webwinkel-Page-616945/FAQ.html
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When I looked at the product description for a Blusheid Tesla Portable Gold on Amazon, I found
a few suspicious words which I have highlighted.

“Product description
The technology behind the Blushield Plug-In is state-of-art, the most advanced EMF protection available! This
technology has taken the better part of 25 years to develop and over 2 million dollars. Blushield technology makes
typical Schumann devices (7.83Hz earth resonance devices) look old fashioned. Power supplied to an advanced,
proprietary microprocessor generates a multi-wave torsion field output, comprised of a wide-spectrum of
biocompatible frequencies. The body absorbs and utilizes these natural frequencies, this intelligent ‘field’ of
coherent information, to maintain balance and normalization of cellular functions while exposed to various sources
of EMF. This has been verified with live blood cell analysis, urine testing, and 1 year long animal studies.
Using the Blushield one will experience a reduction or elimination of symptoms related to EMF exposure. The
Blushield Plug-In model comes in a US plug type, however, will work with voltages worldwide, and is made of
durable, black shock-proof ABS. One Blushield portable units creates a 6 meter field in all directions. Designed to
be used with a Blushield plug in or cube to travel to and from protected zones.”

www.amazon.com/Blusheild-Tesla-Gold-PortableVersion/dp/B071FVBBL3/ref=sr_1_1_a_it?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1543717532&sr=81&keywords=blusheild
A quick look on Wikipedia again suggest that a torsion field is pseudoscientific. And really, is a
standard electric field “intelligent”?

At best these devices may have some placebo effect, if they are just a money-making
gimmick, but I suspect many may be charged with spiritualistic forces just like homeopathy and
TCM.
Either way, for the Christian, it is best to steer clear of them for they will not help with electrohypersensitivity or help you up the path to heaven.
“Not a few in this Christian age and Christian nation resort to evil spirits, rather than trust to the
power of the living God. The mother watching by the sickbed of her child, exclaims, "I can do no
more. Is there no physician who has power to restore my child?" She is told of the wonderful
cures performed by some clairvoyant or magnetic healer, and she trusts her dear one to his
charge, placing it as verily in the hands of Satan as if he were standing by her side. In many
instances the future life of the child is controlled by a satanic power which it seems impossible
to break.” {CH 454.3}
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Angels of God will preserve His people while they walk in the path of duty; but there is no
assurance of such protection for those who deliberately venture upon Satan's ground. An agent
of the great deceiver will say and do anything to gain his object. It matters little whether he calls
himself a spiritualist, an "electric physician," or a "magnetic healer." By specious pretenses he
wins the confidence of the unwary. {Ev 607.2}
2 Cor. 2:11 Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices.
Just as Satan worked through the “hardware” of the serpent in Eden, today he is using
“electronic” looking “hardware.
The easiest protection against counterfeit healing is…If it is not simple and you don’t
understand how it works…don’t use it…
2 Cor. 11:3 But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so
your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.

For more info on Spiritualistic Healing Practices
please watch our Documentary “Counterfeit CURENCY”.
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